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“It is my
creative alter
ego that allows
me to show a
side of my identity as a queer
person. The
glitter beard is
a sort of armor
that gives me
the confidence
to be whatever
I want to be.”
JOEL NEWLYN,
MARKETING SENIOR

“I’m the oldest
in the family,
so no matter
what circumstances, what
challenges
I face I have
to set an
example.”
BIHAMA VEDASTE,
BIOCHEMISTRY
STUDENT FROM

NOTRE DAME
UNIVERSITY AND AN
OLYMPIC RUNNER

“The Marine
Corps shaped
me to be a
warrior and a
gentleman in
every aspect of
my life, and as
a single father
who has failed
many times,
struggling with
life after Iraq,
the traits and
values that
became a part
of me years ago
still guide and
direct most of
my days.”
EMILIO GALLEGOS,
SAN JOSE STATE
ALUMNUS

since 1934

“If anything I
feel the scarf
empowers me
more. I’m
doing it not to
save myself for
some person,
I’m doing it to
show my inner
self is more
important than
my physical
self.”
JENAN MAAZ,
COMMUNICATIVE
DISORDERS AND
SCIENCES SENIOR

“We’re open
to hearing
all about
anyone else’s
vernacular or
religion. I will
talk about
anyone’s
religion until
forever
because I think
it’s interesting
and it’s kinda
fun and I’m a
religion nerd.”
JASMINE HULSE,
JUSTICE STUDIES
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We define ourselves in so many different ways. We fit ourselves into binary categories—Democrat or Republican, black
or white, female or male, introvert or extrovert, Mac or PC—or
reject them altogether. Some of us think of ourselves in terms
of our country, our race and profession, others in terms of our
relationships, hopes and beliefs.
If you ask a scientist what it means to be you they might tell
you that you’re the inevitable result of a series of predetermined
physical reactions. A priest might say you were made in the
image of the creator of the universe and imbued with a soul and
the freedom to choose between good and evil. A Zen monk that
your conception of self is an illusion that leads to suffering, an
artist that you are defined by what you create, and your parents,
meanwhile, probably told you could grow up to be anything you
wanted to be if you just worked hard enough.
However we choose to define ourselves, though, one thing is
clear. The world is quickly becoming a much smaller place, and
as barriers between us are lowered we’re quickly discovering that
we’re both much more the same than we ever supposed while,
paradoxically, being much more diverse in terms of our ontological beliefs, our musical tastes and our sexual proclivities than
could ever possibly have been imagined. To poorly plagiarize
what British evolutionary biologist J. B. S. Haldane said of the
universe, we’re not only much queerer than we supposed but
much queerer than we can have supposed.
In more pragmatic terms, while massive strides have been
made society is very much still struggling with racial and gender equality. Black and brown men are imprisoned or killed for
nonviolent or nonexistent crimes at such disproportionate rates
the word “disproportionate” puts it too mildly. Women are still
underrepresented and underpaid in most positions of power;
they’re still objectified for their sexuality and shamed for their
promiscuity. We’ve certainly come a long way, but—to badly
paraphrase the poet Robert Frost—we’ve got miles to go before
we sleep.
Identity is such a broad topic to even attempt to wrestle it
into 16 pages is probably a little bit foolish. And despite the vast
strides in science and art we’ve made that help us understand
ourselves, when it comes to defining ourselves and our place in
our families, communities, species and cosmos we are left with
far more questions than answers.
I wish I could tell you that within these pages those questions
are answered, but that’s a promise better left for self-help sections and religious texts. We don’t have any answers, but what
we do have are stories. Stories that trace the lives and passions
of stunningly unique and beautiful individuals in our campus
community and beyond. Stories of what it means to be a soldier,
to be transgender, to be homeless, a YouTuber—a “Brony.” Reading these stories, our sincere hope is that you join us in celebrating the strangeness and the beauty of the diverse community of
which we are all a part—that you take a moment to press pause
on the never-ending stream of what’s happening and reflect for a
moment on who it is happening to.
Or, you know, whatever you’re into.
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Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
By Rain Stites
@writeas_rain
He sat down. Swirling rings of smoke
from his cigarette clouded his puckered
face. With the motion of his right hand,
Chaz combed his fingers across his scalp
as he drew the cigarette toward his curled
lips. Silence continued as he inhaled.
With a steady exhale, Chaz let the smoke
seep through his mouth and exit his body.
“It’s waking up every morning,” Chaz,
who prefers to only go by his first name,
said as he flicked the ashes of his cigarette
toward the ground. “Going to sleep is no
problem. It’s just hard waking up because
I don’t know where to go.”
In January, USA Today compiled a list
of the richest cities in America. Of cities
with populations greater than 500,000 with
the greatest number of median incomes at
nearly $150,000 annually, San Jose ranked
second out of the top 10 cities listed.
San Jose however holds another title
under its belt.
Every two years, the city attempts to
count the demographic of homelessness. The findings represent the “line of
sight” homeless, according to Robin B.
Reynolds, marketing and communications specialist of the Bill Wilson Center in Santa Clara.
This means the numbers are usually
an “under-count,” as many homeless individuals are out of the public eye.
According to the last count on the
city’s official website, San Jose hosts the
most homeless people in the county with
63 percent of Santa Clara County’s entire
homeless population residing in San Jose.
This means, according to the website,
an estimated 4,470 people are sleeping in
places “not meant for habitation” on any
given night in San Jose.
At 16 years old, this is Chaz’s reality.
For the past four years, Chaz and his
mother have lived nomadically from campsite to campsite throughout various parts of

Rain Stites | Spartan Daily
Chaz, 16, poses for a photo underneath a bridge in downtown San Jose, where he hangs out with a homeless community.
the country, from Arizona to Colorado to
California. They’ve “survived” day to day.
“When I first got out here, I thought
I knew everything,” Chaz said. “Thirteen
years old and (I thought) ‘I’m gonna beat
everyone’s ass.’ The years go by … I got
my ass beat a couple times … People
taught me some lessons, and now I’m
somebody else, I’ll tell you that.”
Adriana Canales, a case manager at
the Bill Wilson Center in San Jose, has
been working with homeless youth and
foster kids for almost 10 years.
“Believe it or not, there’s even structure on the streets,” Canales said. “There’s
things that you just don’t do.”
She said in her experience working with these kids, ages 16-18 are the
toughest for homeless youth.
“They’re trying to find themselves,
they’re trying to fit in,” Canales said. “…
they’re so lost and if they’re not getting

Students speak up about
identity and misconceptions
Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY RAPHAEL STROUD
@randomlyralph
At San Jose State there are students
who know what it’s like to have society
view them as someone they’re not.
Zain Ahmed is a third year sociology
major and Mosaic Cross Cultural Center
diversity advocate intern.
A Pakistani-American, Ahmed said
he knows society tends to give Middle
Eastern people an identity as terrorists
or backward zealots, particularly if they
are bearded like him.
But Ahmed is “more complex” than
just his religion, and his orientation factors into who he is.
“There’s
a
community of
LGBT
Muslims around the
Bay, around the
world who don’t
get recognized,”
Ahmed said.
Ahmed said
his campus experiences have been
Gary Daniels
a “mixed bag.”
“I’ve met a lot of people that have embraced me and taken the time to understand
me and validate who I am,” Ahmed said,
“and I’ve also met ... people who have given
me grief and don’t take me seriously.”
Similar to Ahmed is Jenan Maaz, a senior
in the communicative disorders and sciences program and president of the Muslim
Student Association on campus.
Maaz said when people see her hijab they automatically assume she’s an
Arab-Muslim because the two are often conflated. But actually, she’s Mexican-French-Lebanese-American.
“I’m half Arab, but there’s a whole other part of me, like the Mexican culture, the
French culture that I embrace,” Maaz said.
Sometimes, when people see her scarf
they assume she is oppressed and in need
of rescuing.
“If anything, I feel the scarf empowers
me more,” Maaz said. “I’m doing it not to
save myself and veil myself for some person,

I’m doing it to empower myself, and show
that my inner beauty or—no my inner self is
more important than my physical self.”
Senior political science major Gary Daniels describes himself as an African-American man who identifies with the Pan-African struggle, five centuries worth of
enslavement and oppression of Africans.
A former Associated Students president,
Daniels involves himself in groups such as
the Black Student Union and In Solidarity to
protest injustice, and was a familiar face for
students who followed the campus demonstrations resulting from the 2013 hate crime.
But Daniels said he thinks people might
think he’s against white people if they didn’t
really know his motivations and beliefs.
“Being pro-black doesn’t mean anti-white because you have to have allies,
you know?” Daniels said, noting that
some of his allies are white while some of
his enemies are black.
Daniels said open discussion of race
is needed to prevent classifying all black
people as thugs, something as illogical as
classifying all white people as racists.
While all three encounter ignorance,
they also have ways to fight it.
Th rough Mosaic, Ahmed tries to create inclusivity and awareness.
“I used to feel like I had no place and
when I started working here I realized
that I could build up that space for other
people,” Ahmed said.
Daniels said people need to learn
about different cultural identities and
struggles in order to build solidarity and
break down the negative connotations.
“Take
African-American
studies,
take Mexican-American studies, take
Asian-American studies,” Daniels said.
“Don’t try to educate a person of another
struggle or another race on their struggle.”
Maaz said she believes more people
should try to be themselves instead of how
they are commonly described.
“That’s what’s beautiful about life,
you can do whatever you want, not just
what the dictionary says, and that’s the
fun part, that’s the fun part about living,”
Maaz said. “Just remember that you’re
writing your own story, and you can title
it however you want.”
Raphael Stroud is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

direction from homes, they’ll get it from
the street.”
Chaz has spent a majority of his developmental years calling the ground
below his feet “home.”
When his mother and stepfather divorced nearly four years ago, she was
forced to leave their home. The young
boy followed.
Thirteen-year-old Chaz decided to
leave behind his siblings, his school
and the structure that a house provided
to protect his mother. Constantly surrounded by the threat of potential danger, Chaz said this forced him to grow
up a lot quicker than most kids his age.
He’s had to be an adult, rather than
become an adult, he explained.
“Would I have wanted him to grow up
any other way? Of course, I would have
wanted him to grow up in a house with all
the things that every kid should have,”

Chaz’s mother Stephanie said.
Stephanie, who prefers to only go by
her first name, said she hopes her son
develops a strong sense of character
from their current living situation.
“I know that we’re all a product of our
environment,” she said. “… everything
that’s happened to us in our lives, up to
this moment has made us who we are.”
When people discover his living situation, Chaz said, they tend to stray away
from conversation.
“I could sit here and talk to somebody, and they’d never even guess I was
homeless. I might look a little dirty,”
Chaz said. “… [but people] would never
even suspect that I come here and sleep
in a tent with my mom.”
He described the feeling from
non-homeless onlookers.

SEE STREETS ON PAGE 7
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Internet allows people
to reinvent themselves
Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY STACY TORRES
@Stacy_Towers
Does your online persona accurately depict who you are in
real life?
According to an article titled
“Online personas rarely match
real-life behavior, observers
say,” studies concur it doesn’t.
Through research, psychologists and sociologists hardly
found any relationship between
how people’s behaviors are represented online versus in person.
For example, the introverted
and quiet person you see in class
every day can be the most vocal
and active person on Twitter.
Yet many students at San
Jose State such as Kalpana Roy
beg to differ.
In her first year as a master’s
student in soft ware engineering, Roy said although she has
witnessed how people can be
deceiving online, she is honest
in her online portrayal.
“I am the same person on
Facebook as I’m in my real life
so there is no difference. I am

a reserved person here and
there too,” Roy said.
According to students, the
main social media platforms
they use are Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
Many students and others
use social networking sites to
stay connected with friends
and family.
International student Alyona Zinchenko from Ukraine
currently studies American
language at SJSU and said she
stays in touch with her family and friends through Facebook.
She believes it’s wrong
when people depict themselves in a different light online
compared to in person.
“I think it’s not actually correct to pretend to be a different
person online because anyway
someday your online life and
your real life will just meet,”
Zinchenko said.
Yet there were some who
although were not personally
affected, knew of a friend or
acquaintance who may have
experienced being tricked by a
possible fake online identity.
There’s even a slang term
called “catfish” which is a person

Paying it forward
First-generation alum
helps others follow suit
BY ROSA JASSO
@rosabjasso
Gary Harris is a San Jose State alumnus who wants to help students in the
Educational Opportunity Program, a
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campus program for first generation
students to attend college.
Harris graduated in 1982 with a bachelor’s degree in aeronautics operations.
After graduating he began his career in
aeronautics at Lockheed Martin as a satellite operations engineer.
“I’m proud to talk about this job … I
still have that original package they sent
me,” Harris said.
Harris had jobs before being offered
his current position in Washington D.C.
where he works at Boeing as a senior
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who assumed a fake personality or identity on the Internet for
the purpose of manipulation and
deceit.
Undeclared sophomore Cesar
Flores said a close friend of his
has been in touch with a girl he
met online and although they use
FaceTime, she covers the screen.
His friend has gone as far
sharing a bank account with this
person.
“I have a friend who in my
opinion seems to be in that situation,” Flores said. “I just think
it’s like disrespectful that they are
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portraying themselves as a different person.”
In contrast to the previously
mentioned research, an article on
Time.com mentions a study that
correlates more with what SJSU
students said about their online
identities matching their real life
identity.
The study originally published in the journal “Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin” focused more on the use
of avatars like the kind used on
the Nintendo Wii and “World
of Warcraft.”

systems engineer.
Harris has been working with aerospace
technology for over 30 years. He said he owes
his success to the EOP program at SJSU.
Harris was raised in LA with his three
siblings by their single mother. He went to
a small high school where most of the population was African-American. The first time
he was exposed to a diverse community was
at SJSU.
Harris is also the first person in his family to graduate from a university. When he
applied to universities, he wanted to be far
from home because he felt there weren’t
enough career opportunities in the area.
Harris chose to attend SJSU which he
said was “probably one of the better decisions in my life.”
The first time he saw the campus was
when he attended an EOP summer program
after graduating high school.
Harris said EOP helped him make new
friends his freshman year. One of them was
Jim Young, a current global supply chain director at Applied Microstructures.
Harris and Young were apartment neighbors and bonded during their college years.
Young said he remembers Harris being good
academically and active in the community.
“Gary’s always been that kind of guy that
looks to pay it forward,” Young said.
EOP also introduced Harris to William E. Carter, a counselor in the program. Carter graduated from SJSU in
1969 and served as a counselor for 33
years.
Carter motivated Harris to stay focused
on his academics, guided students to take
the correct classes and helped them balance the class’ difficult workload.
Harris said he remembers Carter telling him “don’t forget why you’re here,”
referring to SJSU.
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The study suggests that the
avatars created are, more often
than not, an accurate portrayal
of their creators.
Through the use of specific
physical traits of the avatars
such as smiles, clothing and
open eyes, people were able to
assess other individuals personalities.
When it comes to a person’s
online identity, Flores said “Just
be yourself and people will love
who you are.”
Stacy Torres is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

“

I get personal
satisfaction ouf of being
able to help others

”

Gary Harris
San Jose State alumnus

Harris said he was influenced by Carter
and to this day is still grateful for his help.
He created a scholarship to honor Carter for
his motivation and efforts.
The first William E. Carter Scholarship
was awarded in Fall 2014 to Jose Rodriguez.
Rodriguez is an undeclared freshman student from San Jose who was
born in El Salvador. He said the scholarship helped take a burden off his and
his family’s shoulders of having to find a
way to pay for college.
“It was really gonna be a struggle to try
to pay the money for my second semester,
so we were gonna have to find outside help,”
Rodriguez said. “Once I heard that I had
won the scholarship that completely put a
spin on things … we were actually able to
make it with that money.”
Students eligible to apply must be enrolled in the EOP “I can, I will” mentor program. One scholarship is awarded each year.
Harris said this scholarship is his way of
saying he believes in the education system.
“I get personal satisfaction out of being
able to help others … I believe what I am
doing is going to impact some kids,” Harris said.
He said he hopes students will one day
be in his position and be thankful for the
help they received while in college and the
scholarship he created to help them pursue a degree.
Rosa Jasso is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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YouTubers share lives with the world My Little Brony
BY H ENRY NAVARRO
@manof2moro
Billion-user video platform YouTube has produced a new kind of
celebrity. Calling themselves “YouTubers,” these content creators do
everything from singing and dancing to makeup and cooking tips—
with the most popular being able to
make a living from it.
According to YouTube’s website,
users make money through their
channels by allowing video ads to be
placed and viewed before subscribers watch a specific video.
Carly Hudson, senior animation
illustration major, has a YouTube
channel with more than 1,500 subscribers. Her channel allows her
friends to see what she’s up to.
“All my friends were moving
away to college and I wanted a way
to keep them up to date with my
life,” Hudson said.
She loves everything Disney and
it shows on her channel as it’s the
main topic across her videos.
A video on one of her trips to Disneyland has more than 170,000 views.
This helped her find a niche group
of fans who liked the same thing she
did— “the happiest place on earth.”
“Apparently my channel is all about
Disneyland,” Hudson said.
What started as a channel for her
to talk about her interests and keep in
touch with friends became an ongoing
part of her life. She has her fellow YouTubers to thank for that.
“I wanted to emulate a lot of the
YouTubers I looked up to,” Hudson
said.
Russ Akin, known to his fans as
“ShartimusPrime,” is an action figure reviewer in Pacifica. He got his
100,000th subscriber a few months ago
and held a contest where he gave fans a
chance to win one of a variety of action
figures to celebrate the milestone.
Akin first got into action figure
collecting when he was a teenager
and his friend received a figure of
his favorite superhero, Spider-Man.

Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY HENRY NAVARRO
@manof2moro

Infographic by Henry Navarro
What made the figure unique was
that it had magnets in its hands
which gave it extra possibilites. He
knew he had to get one for himself.
Today, that Spider-Man figure
clings to the light on the ceiling of his
“dork room” to remind him of where
his hobby, and now career, began.
Akin also does P.O. Box pickup
videos every week where he opens
packages, reads fan letters and makes
announcements.
His fans keep him motivated.
“They can brighten up my day even
if I’m not expecting it,” Akin said.
Sacramento YouTuber Sean
Long reviews action figures as well.
He and Akin are friends outside of
YouTube so they try not to review
the same figures by sticking to specific toy lines and brands. This also
differentiates their channels to give
users different reasons to subscribe
to both.
One of the benefits of making
videos for a living is the flexible
schedule.
“It’s not like working a 9-to-5
job,” Long said. “I can make the
hours I want to work.”

With more than 100,000 and
160,000 subscribers respectively,
Akin and Long aren’t just one-trick
ponies. They both go to to comic
conventions across the country and
review movies and comic books
among other geeky things.
It’s passionate people like these
who prove that you don’t have to have
big studios and expensive equipment
to make entertaining content.
YouTubers are ushering in a new
age of online career paths that take
watching online videos to a new
level by being more than just someone who watches videos.
Their lifestyles are different
than just wake up, work and go to
sleep as they are their own boss and
set their own “work” hours.
Being a YouTuber isn’t just
shooting video, posting it and
walking away. It’s also about the
reward of seeing and hearing about
viewers reacting to the videos.
“I like to entertain people of all
ages and make people laugh,” Long
said.
Henry Navarro is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

When it comes to fans of My Little Pony, there are
young girls and there are “bronies.”
My little pony is a children’s toy line started by Hasbro
in the ‘80s that later became an animated series.
Bronies are fans of the property who aren’t in the target demographic, mainly males over 18.
It all started in 2010 when the latest iteration of the
series, “My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic,” premiered.
Users of image-based site 4Chan posted a multitude
of threads involving characters from the show. It got to
the point where pictures of ponies were banned from the
site due to abuse from users acting negatively and being
malicious toward anyone who professed to being a fan of
My Little Pony to any extent.
Allen Tran, senior business entrepreneurship major, has been a brony since 2012. He enjoys going to
brony-specific sites to avoid clashes with his friends who
aren’t bronies.
“Maybe some people get annoyed by bronies because
they spam pony content on their social media sites that
annoys their non-brony friends,” Tran said.
Between what happened on 4Chan and anti-pony
movements across the Internet, those occurrences may
very well be what made bronies what they are today.
“Bronies will never forgive 4Chan users but they also
can’t thank them enough,” Tran said.
When something is opposed or scrutinized, supporters come out to defend it. The more opposition there was
for “bronies,” the more they embraced the publicness of
their fandom.
“I’m a reserved person but I’d gladly speak up to support my fellow ‘bronies,’” Tran said.
After the debacle among 4Chan users, bronies went
on to create “PonyChan.” It’s similar to 4Chan but specifically for bronies and the posting of My Little Pony-related content.
There’s also a Facebook equivalent for bronies called
“Bronysquare.”
Eventually 4Chan created boards just for ponies but
the many brony-created sites are where fans can freely
express their interest in the show.
Max Louangraph, 23, enjoys going on sites bronies
create to share ideas and chat with each other.
“Fan-made sites are more personal when you
know they were made by bronies, for bronies,”
Louangraph said.

SEE BRONY ON PAGE 6
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Veteran struggles with return to civilian life
BY ESTEFANY SOSA
@estefany_scs
Always stepping off with his left foot as
he crosses the street, he is constantly aware
of his surroundings. On the lookout for
a sniper, he blends in with civilians as he
clings onto his book bag.
“I run to the sounds of chaos,” said Cpl.
Adam van Schoelandt, a San Jose State junior economics major. “We are trained to
run toward danger and how to get others
out if it.”
Van Schoelandt is a student veteran who
was part of the U.S. Marine Corps.
His military experience profoundly impacted his character, shaped his identity and
made him the man he is today.
On an early September morning,
13-year-old van Schoelandt walked down
the street with his backpack on his shoulders. It was like any other morning, except
he saw a vehicle in the distance and recognized it as one of his own.
“You need to get in the car,” said Kimberly Arevalo, van Schoelandt’s mother. “Something happened.”
Van Schoelandt remembers that day vividly, but what he remembers the most is his
mother’s anguished look.
“That was when I decided I wanted to
join the military,” van Schoelandt said. “I
didn’t know exactly what I wanted to do, I
just knew I wanted to fight.”
From that day on van Schoelandt said everything he did was in preparation for the
military; it became his driving force in life.

BRONY

FROM PAGE 5

The current iteration
of the show “Friendship is
Magic” is the catalyst of it
all.
Louangraph
believes
without it 4Chan users
wouldn’t have made memes with its characters and
the brony movement might
have never happened.
The brony fandom spans
all types of media from art

Photo courtesy of Adam van Schoelandt
Cpl. Adam van Schoelandt takes a photo during his deployment in Iraq in
2007. Schoelandt transferred to SJSU last semester and is a full-time student.
“I would say that from the point of
9/11 that his life took that direction, and
from that point it was a major driving
point for him to join the military and to
support his country,” Arevalo said.
Van Schoelandt’s driving force to
join the military and fight for his people
stayed with him beyond his military experience after he left the Marine Corps.
Van Schoelandt’s wife Brittany Hill
said although she did not know him prior to his military experience, she sees a
strong drive and passion in him to do
things correctly and succeed.
Van Schoelandt currently works for the

to music to the creation of
original characters.
“A lot of the brony-created content rivals that of the
actual show,” Tran said.
Bronies also attend local gatherings and conventions. A newer one is the
Bay Area Brony Spectacular, which is also known as
the BABSCon, in Burlingame.
Isaac Moody, 28, of San
Jose, attended the first annual BABSCon last year.

“I was shocked at how
many local and international bronies came together last year for the first-time
con,” Moody said. “We
showed why the Bay Area
has one of the best My Little Pony fanbases in the
world.”
This sees vendors, celebrity guests, contests and
bronies who come together
for a weekend dedicated to
celebrating the show.
“The voice actors meet-

Internal Revenue Service and is a full-time
student. He said if it were not for his military
experience he would not be the same type of
employee or the same type of student.
After his military discharge, van Schoelandt said he was hit with the harsh reality
of having to make real life decisions, and
having to take care of not only himself but
his wife who has Type 1 diabetes.
“In the military things are so simple,
the military takes care of everything for
you, but in the civilian world veterans
are bombarded with daily decisions,” van
Schoelandt said. “Even though the military prepares you physically and mentally,

they never prepare you for what comes after the military.”
After struggling for some time, not
knowing what to do with his life, and
struggling to buy his wife’s insulin, van
Schoelandt decided he should return to
the Marines.
“He tried going back, but it’s easier to
get into the Marine Corps than it is to get
out,” Hill said. “I saw so much wasted potential in him, he is so smart and I knew
he could do so much more out here so I
encouraged him to get and education.”
After getting his job at the IRS, van
Schoelandt said he realized he was able to
apply his military skills to his new job. He
decided to give school a chance and take
advantage of the GI Bill, and transferred
to SJSU last semester.
“One of the things I can’t stand is
when people assume that veterans are
stupid, and they joined the military because they weren’t smart enough to do
something better,” van Schoelandt said.
“I have met some of the most intelligent
people in the military.”
Van Schoelandt said he wants to
break the stereotypes people have about
veterans.
“Veterans are not crazy. Yes some veterans suffer from PTSD, but not all of
them do,” van Schoelandt said. “Veterans
have several skills, not everyone in the
military is part of the infantry, we have
doctors, engineers and analysts.”
For a discussion about veteran stereotypes, listen to the “Deconstructing Veteran
Stereotypes,” podcast at spartandaily.com.
Estefany Sosa is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

ing anyone from a 4-yearold girl to 40-year-old
man is priceless,” Louangraph said.
Bronies also work together to support charities,
raising
money
through various campaigns.
The
philanthropy,
Louangraph said, is “one
of the reasons this fanHenry Navarro | Spartan Daily
dom is unlike any other.”
Henry Navarro is a
Allen Tran, senior business entrepreneurship student,
Spartan Daily staff writer. shows his collection of My Little Pony gear.
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Kinksters face social stigma in search of acceptance
A study published in the
Journal of Sexual Medicine
found that 65 percent of
Canadian university students
have fantasies of being
tied up while 62 percent have
fantasies of tying up a partner

Social scientists
Gerhard Falk and
Thomas Weinberg
first noticed an
increase in conversations about BDSM in
pop culture

1999

1983

In a survey by the
National Coalition
for Sexual Freedom,
57 percent of 1,651
participants said they
were “out” about
their involvement
in BDSM practices
while 43 percent
of 1,242 individuals
said they were not

British author E.L.
James’ erotic romance novel “Fifty
Shades of Grey”
is published

May
2011

February 2015

2008

BY TAYLOR ATKINSON
@haytayla

1997

In the interest of supporting consensual
kink and not abuse, it is time to advance the
conversation about alternative sex.
The Alternative Amory and Kink Union
at San Jose State University is an anonymous,
supportive space for students to explore the
world of kink and polyamory through educational and explorational discussions
in meetings and informative panels given
by credentialed professionals. It has been a
campus-recognized club for two years.
“It’s a community that understands,” said
Cassie Lawrence, who uses an alias to identify herself. “It seems intimidating, it really
does, but it’s a journey. We want to encourage people to check it out.”
Club host Ryan Ventura said it uses alternative amory as an umbrella term to
encompass both monogamous kink and
polyamorous relationships.
He said this term truly addresses everyone in whatever form they choose to express their relationships.
“I end up using polyamory ... I feel like
that’s a catch-all phrase, but if you look
in the dictionary it’s not,” Ventura said.
“There’s so much diversity in how a relationship can develop–emotionally, romantically, physically, sexually–and once you
add up the number of people involved it
gets really complex. It’s alternative amory.”
Ventura said the majority of meetings
are discussion-based, and he identifies as
a host instead of a president because he is
essentially just hosting the conversation.
Lawrence is a co-host and moderator.
“We try to alternate our meetings so we’ll
have one where we focus on a kink topic and
one where we focus on alternative amory,”
Ventura said.
Lawrence said various titles are used
to identify a person’s role in a relationship
involving bondage and discipline, dominance and submission and sadomasochism
or BDSM.
“Ninety-five percent of the time, labels
are for convenience,” Lawrence said. “We’re
not just going to be sitting there dressed in
leather, holding whips and floggers. We’re
normal people too and we want to be a
bridge between the community of SJSU and

STREETS
FROM PAGE 3

“Everybody looks at me
like I’m a criminal because
I’m homeless, but I’m really
just some 16-year-old that
wants to succeed in life,”
Chaz said.
On the street, he said, a
“tough guy” identity takes
over.
“I’ve done it for so long,”
he said of his living situation.
“You’ve got to adapt, it’s how
you’re gunna be able to blend
in … If you conduct yourself
like a grown man, you’ll get
treated like a grown man.”
Despite this pseudo persona, Chaz admitted his
longing to know what it
means to be a “regular teenager.”
“In reality, I wanna kick
it with a bunch of 16-yearolds,” he said. “Just kick it.”
“Typical things” of teenaged years, Canales said, is
not something kids in this
type of living situation can
easily obtain.
“[Getting a] driver’s license, getting zits, the boyfriends and girlfriends and
stuff like that, that is like
maybe a thought to them,”
she said, “that’s not normal
for them to achieve like it is
almost every other teenager
out there.”
While he said his unstable

According to a Newsweek
article on the mainstreaming
of sadism and masochism
in advertising, “S&M has
become so common-place,
so banal, that it can safely
be used to sell beer.”
the community of South Bay kink.”
Ventura said the book-turned-movie
“Fifty Shades of Grey” sparked mainstream
interest in kink and related lifestyles. To
increase its presence on campus, the group
held a panel on the book in November prior
to the film’s release.
“We thought, ‘We should probably do a
panel on that because there’s going to be a
huge influx of people who don’t really know
what this is about,’” Ventura said. “It is a
gross misrepresentation of what kink is.”
The number of students involved in the
club has varied since its first meeting. For
those not comfortable attending meetings in
person, they can participate in conversation
online, where there is a much larger presence.
“My initial approach to running the organization was no online access, no member list, no nothing,” Ventura said. “We
found just through membership numbers
that was way too extreme. There were people who were probably looking for a resource and had no idea how to find it.”
Ventura said he may not know everyone
personally, not even their real name, but
that is what kink is about. Many members
fear persecution and choose to be identified
by an alias.
“I’d say a little more than half of them
will go by their real name in meetings, but
we have a rule, what you would call the
Vegas rule,” Ventura said. “What happens
here, stays here.”
According to the National Coalition for
Sexual Freedom, people who practice kink
are persecuted in high numbers. In a 2008
survey pool of 3,058 respondents, 37.5 percent indicated they experienced any combination of harassment, violence and/or
discrimination based on their sexual expression or a perception thereof.
Ventura said panels and similar events

6,760
people are
homeless in
Santa
Clara
County

4,770 is the

number of homeless
people in San Jose

9% of the

homeless population
are children under 18
the
8% ofhomeless
population consists
of people with families
Infographic by Linh Nguyen
Information compiled by Rain Stites

living situation has shaped
who he is today, Chaz said he
doesn’t want this to be who
he is.
With a passion for math,
Chaz hopes to become an
architect so he can help build

homes for people in situations like his current one.
“I want to do something
with my life,” Chaz said. “…
not be homeless.”
Rain Stites is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

The film adaptation
of “Fifty Shades of
Grey” is released in
the U.S. and Canada

2010
A Google search of
“BDSM” returns 28
million web pages

May 2015
A Google search
of “BDSM” returns
66,600,000 results

April 2011
Rihanna’s “S&M” hits No. 1 on
the Billboard “Radio Songs”
and “Pop Songs” charts
open to the campus community will always
be free of entry.
“I’m certainly more sex positive, which is
incredible,” Lawrence said. “It’s a big deal. A
lot of women feel like they’re not supposed
to get pleasure out of sex and they’re not supposed to enjoy it–‘it’s just whatever the guy
wants.’”
Ventura said the club has yet to do any
big demonstration events itself because most
of them would be “inappropriate” for SJSU.
Last semester, it held a two-hour “Polly
Pocket” discussion for anyone identifying
as polyamorous to come together and discuss relationship styles, and how to work
through difficulties together.
“Relationships in general are difficult,”
Ventura said. “When you’re trying to manage multiple relationships it becomes a lot
more difficult so communication becomes
incredibly important, and even then you
have emotions to worry about—you have
jealousy, envy—having those support

Infographic by Linh Nguyen and Patricia Lee
Information compiled by Taylor Atkinson
groups to come together and talk it out is
really helpful.”
In polyamory, there is a greater focus on communication and negotiation.
Polyamory-themed meetings can help
people in monogamous relationships as
well, Ventura said.
“I feel like I learned so much more
about the importance of consent and negotiation–not just in kink play, but in relationships and sex in general,” Lawrence
said. “These are big skills that people
need in relationships, even in a vanilla
monogamous relationship.”
Lawrence said being involved in alternative amory has made a big difference
in her life and it can only have a positive
effect on future relationships.
“I’m a lot more self-confident too,” Lawrence said. “I can walk around a dungeon
of 200 people practically naked. It’s cool.”
Taylor Atkinson is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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‘Cyberpunk’ inspired body mods take hold in cultural fringes

Photo courtesy of Cady Gambrell
Zachary Music, 28, calls himself a “cyberpop kandi kid” and will do anything
to keep the image in the rave scene. His two pairs of silicon horns are the
latest addition to his expression of self-identity.
BY ANASTASIYA RAKOVA
@ssupstace
Zachary Music calls
himself a “cyberpop kandi
kid” and matches the image
shockingly well.
Most days the 28 year
old is dressed in neon blue
and yellow, from the dye
on his head to the platform
shoes on his feet, pony
bead bracelets and multiple
piercings around his face.
However, all eyes are
on his forehead. The double
pair of silicon horns look so
natural they appear to be
melted onto his head.
“I got them two years
ago,” Music said. “I like

extreme alternative beauty,
so the horns fit perfectly
aesthetically to what I
consider
extreme
and
beautiful.”
Music first became
interested
in
body
modifications at age 13, when
his attempts of piercing his
ears with a home piercing
gun ignited a special passion
for all things body and all
things alternative.
“I
would
identify
myself as an eccentric open
minded individual,” said
Music, whose silicon horns
were made by Samppa Von
Cyborg.
Samppa is one of
the world’s most famous

extreme body modification
pioneers making Music not
the only one with carefully
and masterfully molded
mods made from his artistic
fingers.
Von Cyborg, a Finnish
artist based out of the United
Kingdom, has been working
on body modification since
the 1990s and said he is
determined to keep pushing
the borders of what is
considered “normal.”
His next endeavor
happens to be vibrating and
LED implants, which he said
he’s currently exploring as a
future project.
Not everyone is as farreaching as Music and Von

Samppa for the sake of selfidentity. Potential dangers
are often overlooked. Even
electronic implants such as
heart monitors that are vital
for life have drawbacks.
In extreme situations,
both physical and mental
scarring may sometimes
occur.
According
to
Dr.
Arthur Abrams, a Student
Health Center clinical
dermatologist,
skin
infections and allergic
reactions to dyes can occur
with tattoos.
Sometimes
even
professional removal can
retain permanent scarring.
In addition, although
it’s also rare, metal implants,
prosthetics
and
heart
monitors can cause this
pain to the body if one is
allergic to nickel, a common
component of implants,
according
to
Abram’s
experience in the field.
Abrams
said
that
unfortunately there is no
way to test beforehand

whether someone will show
signs that a reaction may
appear.
Dr. Shuyun Lo, a
psychiatrist in San Jose
State’s Counseling and
Psychological
Services,
speaks
out
regarding
the emotional aspect of
undergoing these changes.
While tattoos, piercings

“
”
People sshould be
embrace
embraced to look
how they want to
be happy in their
own bodies
Zachary Music

Cyberpop Kandi Kid

and other cosmetic implants
may be done for aesthetic
purposes, they might also
signal silent coping and an
attempted distraction from

mental pain.
According to Lo, body
modifications sooner or
later become crutches.
“There may be fears
or anxieties or trauma that
people may be wanting
to work with,” Lo said.
“(Tattoos and piercings)
could be a very positive and
healthy way to feel stronger
in the face of anxieties or
fears ... but it also could work
to divert attention away
from that.”
Whatever the case, body
mods remain a question for
both health speclialists and
artists alike.
For Music, who takes
pride in who he is, it’s worth
both the pleasure and the
pain.
“People should be
embraced to look how they
want to be happy in their
own bodies,” Music said.
“No one should be able to
tell you how your vessel
should appear.”
Anastasiya Rakova is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Alien life could bring change
to humanity — or none at all
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
@JeremyCummings3
If aliens landed on
Earth tomorrow, there’s no
telling how events would
play out.
Humans are wildly unpredictable creatures and
we can look to cinema for
numerous forecasts for how
first contact might unfold.
From a multinational
corporation’s brutal subjugation of the Prawns in
“District 9” to the more optimistic vision of “Close Encounters of the Third Kind,”
humans have envisioned
a myriad of outcomes to
the arrival of aliens on our
doorstep.
Regardless of how
events were to play out following first contact, San
Jose State aerospace engineering student Simon
Sorenson thinks the event
would be a uniting factor
for humanity. Sorenson is
the president of Students for
the Exploration and Development of Space on campus
and spoke before one of the
club’s meetings about humanity and it’s relationship
to space and extraterrestrials.
“There’s still going to
be that us and them rift,”
Sorenson said of humanity’s reaction to alien life.
“Humans are great at that
sort of division between
each other.”
In Sorenson’s eyes,
human identity has little to
no unifying factors and will
always be divided.
Generations hundreds
of years down the line may
even see new societal rifts
between space explorers or
interplanetary settlers and
those who remain “planetside” on Earth, Sorenson
said.
Zaric Smith, a member of SJSU’s Physics and
Astronomy Club, believes
humans are so adept at denying well-supported ideas
that some people would
deny the existence of aliens
even if they stood in the
same room as an extraterrestrial visitor.
“Maybe if they came
and vaporized people that
didn’t believe in them, then
we could have a unified
opinion,” Smith said.
As exciting as intelligent visitors might seem,

the discovery of extraterrestrial life might not be as
thrilling as Hollywood predicts it will be.
The scientific discovery that seems to be closest
at hand, according to Beth
Johnson of the Physics and
Astronomy Club, is microbial life in our own solar
system.
NASA is developing a
concept for a Europa Clipper mission to survey Europa, one of Jupiter’s moons,
in search of confirmation
that the moon meets the
necessary conditions to
foster life on the microbial
scale.

“
”

There still
There’s
Ther
going to be
that us and
them rift.
Humans are
great at that
sort of division
between
en each
other
her
Simon Sorenson
Aerospace engineering

Much of the ongoing
research into extraterrestrial life being carried out by
NASA and SETI, the search
for extraterrestrial intelligence, is much less grandiose than the content of sci-fi
daydreams.
The search’s mission
statement on their website
reads, “Our mission is to explore, understand, and explain the origin and nature
of life in the universe, and to
apply the knowledge gained
to inspire and guide present
and future generations.”
Seth Shostak, senior
SETI astronomer and program director at the institute, sums up the mission
simply as the search for extraterrestrial life.
Oftentimes due to media distortion and general
lack of understanding, people interpret SETI’s research
as the search for a habitable
planet for future generations to colonize, according
to Monika Kress, physics

and astronomy professor
and former SETI researcher.
Shostek said that the
discovery of interplanetary neighbors might be a
humbling experience for
humanity.
“People might realize
that we’re just another duck
in a row,” Shostek said.
According to Kress, the
thought of intelligent life
on other planets is not farfetched.
“We have so many examples of that on the Earth.
We have bats and whales
and dolphins and crows
that maybe there is something like that on other
planets,” Kress said.
Whether or not another planet’s inhabitants
would build technology
that allows them to communicate with other planets
is another question, according to Kress.
According to Shostak,
SETI’s research helps people comprehend our relative
insignificance in such a vast
universe by exploring and
categorizing the factors that
lead to life formation in the
cosmos.
For some people it may
seem lonely to be floating
on our tiny speck adrift in
cosmic currents, but for
others it’s not such a lonely
idea.
Tim Reilly, a Christian
evangelist, said whether
we’re alone in the universe
or aliens are on their way
right now, at the end of the
day his faith is all that matters.
Before people should
really worry about extraterrestrials, many people
believe that humanity has
more important issues to
worry about.
Climate change deniers, anti-vaccine activists
and science skeptics are just
a few, according to Kress
and Shostak.
“You have people running science committees
who flat out say that climate
change isn’t human caused
despite overwhelming evidence that state that it is,”
Johnson said.
Shostek from SETI said
people who deny scientific
facts make their lives much
more dangerous than they
need to.
Jeremy Cummings is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.
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Artists are challenged to truthfully express themselves
ing my art on track to what I’m feeling,”
Onnista said. “Every piece is different.”
Fine arts senior Anneliesse Hartley
BY JUSTIN SAN DIEGO
recently had an art opening at San Jose
@incrediblejsd
State and her exhibition was centered
around her personal emotions of her
There are many different types of art- home and family.
ists, all whom face challenges of becoming
“Art allows you to have a voice where
recognized and earning profit while being you can’t have a voice, so you can say
vulnerable and able to display work that what you can’t freely say,” Hartley said.
reflects their identity and personality.
The process of creating art can be
Careers in music, acting, dancing, more extreme than a viewer may imagwriting, digital media, film and physical ine, especially when the artist draws
art, such as painting and sculptures, are from their pain, trauma or depression.
some forms of expression that define an
“I’m very manic about (the creating
artist's creativity.
process),” Onnista said. “I
“A true artist is a percreate a lot of pieces at once
son who creates art as a
or I’m going really slow and
Artists have
way to communicate an
hardly creating anything.”
idea, or an experience, or
The manic creative proto be the most
an emotion, or an event,
cess is characterized by extruthful to
or to tell a story,” said
treme emotions which cause
Lee Onnista, a San Josethe artist to jump moods.
connect with
based artist. “There’s
During this process an
an audience ...
something behind the
artist exercises their creative
I’m always lying anxiety, often enduring exart, it's not just a pretty
picture.”
treme responses to this proto myself like
Onnista is a 30-yearcess. The stress of perfecting
everyone does
old
African-American
the piece is an additional
female artist. She has had
layer of emotional investLee Onnista
her work shown in gallerment in the artwork.
Local female artist
ies throughout San Jose
All of these factors add
including KALEID Galup to an intensive creative
lery and San Jose City College’s Carmen process that draws the artist’s full persoCastellano Gallery of Fine Art.
na into the art, creating a living invest“I think I have a very bubbly person- ment as the art itself never loses creative
ality and I think that comes out with all value.
the colors and lines I use,” Onnista said.
Art is a window into the mind, heart
Recently, Onnista produced a series and soul of it’s creator and is the ultimate
of paintings featuring several lips and form of vulnerability. All art is truthful
tongues titled “The Creatures Within through vulnerable expression.
Us.” In the collection, the tongues are
“Artists have to be the most truthful
biting, licking, kissing, drooling and to connect with an audience … I’m alsmiling.
ways lying to myself like everyone does,”
“Its exploring the emotions and the Onnista said. “I do make it a habit and
different types of moments people have I’m going to think of myself, where I’m
together,” Onnista said. “The more I at, am I being truthful to myself because
work on the series the more it evolves.”
it reflects my art.”
Viewing the lip paintings, people may
Great artists must emote and express
think it’s a sexual representation, but some of their deepest feelings, therefore they
Onnista explains the paintings represent must be in touch with themselves. They must
her feelings as a woman in this society.
be vulnerable so their audience can view
“I’m not really thinking when I’m their raw emotion, even if that raw emotion
creating, I’m just responding and keep- is unsightly.
Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

“
”

Brush strokes create
community on canvas
get excited about and people love on
campus and every time we are out there
is nothing but good feedback,” said ShanBY DESTINY PALACIOS
non Belardi, president of Dirty Brushes.
@heydesi
Belardi painted on the wall in 2013
when the club placed a second round of
Whether you eat your lunch in front of portraits on the walls.
the Student Union or have a class nearby, you
“This is when I did Henri Matisse's
are bound to pass by the blue construction self-portrait. I've always been inspired
walls that have been painted on by the on by Matisse so I was happy to be able to
campus art club called Dirty Brushes.
represent myself on campus through his
For five years these paintings have work,” Belardi said. “The murals have
decorated campus.
become a vibrant staple on campus and
Students of the art program said they are bring a touch of humanity to what can
proud of their paintings commemorating sometimes be a bit of a concrete jungle.”
artists from across centuries, and passing
Deanna Jade Ramos, a sophomore interstudents frequently admire the club’s work.
national business major, has been attending
Jordan Gonzales, vice president of Dirty SJSU for two years and feels the presence of
Brushes, said the blank, blue walls are a great the art when she is on her way to class.
opportunity for the artists.
"I've never seen art like this before,” Ra“The wall represents the campus as mos said. "It has been here for so long, it’s
a whole,” Gonzales said. “It is how the going to be kind of weird when it does go.
Dirty Brushes responded to the ugly blue It’s going to feel empty because I'm so used
walls that went up and the construction to the blue wall right there."
that really impacted the students. It made
Christopher Brown, the vice president
everything pretty.”
of SJSU Facilities Development and OperaIn 2011, Dirty
tions said the paintBrushes adviser and
ings are a “tempoIn the past five years,
art and history prorary thing.”
the blue wall portraits have
fessor Gale Antokal
He said the projbecome a notable
saw the walls as an
ect and construction
opportunity for the
should be done by
and admired presence
pictorial department
early Fall semester.
on the SJSU campus
to represent itself
Brown said the
and show off the
construction comGale Antokal
strong painters in
pany allowed stuDirty
Brushes
adviser, art and history dents to paint, but
the art department.
professor at San Jose State University
“In the past five
the walls belong to
years, the blue wall
them and once the
portraits have become a notable and ad- construction ends they will dissemble them
mired presence on the SJSU campus,” Anto- and take them to the next site. He said the
kal said. “Right now they are perfectly situat- company will probably repaint the walls soled across from our Art building. As you walk id blue again, thereby erasing the paintings.
past them, there is an engaging relationship
"We have not had any contact with
of one painting to another. They give our pic- the construction company," Belardi said.
torial arts program a dynamic identity.”
"As far as we know the community really
Antokal said students brushed, wiped, wants it to stay around.”
dripped, smeared and mixed these pigDespite the unclear fate of their work,
ments onto a piece of construction ply- Dirty Brushes will be painting more murals
wood to create the works of art.
on the wall during Spartan Admission Day.
"It’s transformed from this, like, ugly
Destiny Palacios is a Spartan Daily
blue object into something that people staff writer.
Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

“

”

Justin San Diego | Spartan Daily
San Jose artist Lee Onnista poses near her downtown home. Onnista has
spent her life presenting paintings that capture her emotions.
“Ketchup is great: it’s salt, it’s a little
bit of sugar. It makes things that taste
gross taste good,” Onnista said. “That’s
like art and standup it gotta make unpalatable things easy to take.”
An artist makes the unsightly beautiful.
“What we feel every day, though it
feels unique, is actually very universal,”

Onnista said.
It is the deeper connection to ourselves that helps us delve into our own
personal truth. Artists escape the mundane lies we tell ourselves through the
unbridled expression of their creativity.
Justin San Diego is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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Females overcome stereotyping in music
BY DAVID BERMUDEZ
@Bermudez_Dave

because she can out rap many of the local
guys in different rap cyphers.
“I think sometimes guys get intimiWhen it comes to music, far too much dated when they see a female who can rap
of the attention goes toward the men, espe- and is actually good,” Hunny Tinted said.
cially in the genres of rock 'n' roll and rap. “Females are intimidated too, they see me
It is rare and fascinating to see females in come and be around the guys and think
successful rock bands.
I’m a groupie, a hoe or trying to be in a vidWhether you like her her style or not, eo but that’s not what I’m about. I’m there
Nicki Minaj can out rap the hottest male to chill and just prove to everybody that
emcees on the planet.
I’m not any of those things and that I am
As talented as some women may be, not only an artist but a female rap artist.”
they can still be stereotyped as being not
Tinted has experienced countless times
good enough to hang or play with the fel- when men try to take advantage of her as
las, and the road to becoming successful a female artist.
could be an even harder path than what
“They come up to me and tell me 'Hey,
men would have to take.
let's work together on a song' and do this
Against all odds, females still continue and that,” Hunny Tinted said. “I’m always
to try to achieve success in the music in- down to work with someone but these
dustry and get their foot in the door to earn guys then try and hook up with you and
stardom. Part of their identity as an artist try all they can and don’t even want to
is to not care if the odds are against them.
work on music. It’s frustrating and I hate
It also helps when you’re in a band like that part of it.”
San Jose State junior English major Giselle
Hunny Tinted went on to tell the story
Tran, bassist for the band Wallace. Wal- of an artist who heard her rap and wanted
lace mixes punk, funk and rock 'n' roll into to work with her.
their musical style.
"When we finally get together to do
“If she could play
some music, he's
that’s all that really
over here trying to
matters,” said Koa
get me to drink and
Braunthal, lead guiget drunk so he can
tarist and vocalist
try and take advanfor Wallace. “She has
tage,” Hunny Tinted
her own ideas and it
said. “It sucked for
all works, so that’s all
him because I'm not
we care about.”
that type of woman
Her band mates
and I hate when guys
couldn’t care less
like that are very unabout her gender,
professional and just
Isabel Morango
a testament to the
want to get sex out
Rapper known as Hunny Tinted
band’s progressiveof it."
ness.
Although there
“It’s no different than having a guy in the are hardships in trying to make it in the
band, they’ll just have different styles that’s rap world, it didn’t stop Hunny Tinted
about it” said Anthony Gamboa, junior from trying to make it in the business and
computer science major and drummer for continue to grow as not only as an artists
Wallace.
but someone who future females can look
Braunthal, Tran and Gamboa are more up to just as she did growing up looking
stereotyped as a whole instead of being up to Sade, Ashanti, Nicki Minaj, Beyonce
looked down upon because they have a fe- and many other female artists.
male in the group.
"Being a female artist is what I want to
“Every time we show up the funniest do and be," Hunny Tinted said. "I'm still
thing about us is most people are staring growing and learning the game and getat the three of us like ‘oh there’s a girl and ting better at it and trying to find my own
two dudes,’” Tran said. “They’re not intim- voice."
idating-looking dudes, we don’t look like
As the music industry continues to
anything and when we go onstage we try evolve and change, there will be a day
to give a lot of energy and just show every- where being a female rapper or rocker
body up and prove ourselves.”
won’t even matter. Instead, they would
Aside from being the bassist for Wal- be identified as great artists regardless of
lace, Tran is also the one getting the band their gender.
gigs at different venues around the Bay
You can hear Wallace’s music on reArea with plans on going on tour this verbnation.com/WallaceNoise.
summer.
Hunny Tinted’s music can be heard on
Up-and-coming 22-year-old Bay Area soundcloud.com/hunnytinted.
rapper and singer Hunny Tinted, born IsDavid Bermudez is a Spartan Daily
abel Morango, endures constant judgment staff writer.

“

I’m still growing
and learning the
game and getting
better at it and trying
to find my own voice

”

Gordy Carbone proudly
wears his patch jacket
BY R AECHEL P RICE
& K EENAN F RY
@Rae_thecyborg
@Keenan_ J_ Fry
Let's lay some music
theory on you: drop a
quarter on a map. Not
the note, but the silver
circle. Lay it down, and
with a black Sharpie
trace a circle. With that
same Sharpie draw a big
"X" through it, but only
after you’ve earned it.
The “quarter theory" as Gordy Carbone
calls it, sets the bar for
any band. You dig your
trench on that circle and
when you own it, you “X”
it out. You own it when
the spot is part of your
identity as a band.
That’s why when you
ask any punk rocker
around the world about
Campbell,
California,
they’ll identify the town
by its 95008 ZIP code.
It's because Carbone
and an entire network
of legendary local bands
helped build the scene.
“It was a lark that
we took such pride in
it,” Carbone said about
his band claiming partial ownership over its
hometown.
Punk rock has deep
roots in the South Bay,
it started in a suburban
town in San Jose’s armpit. Campbell is a seemingly unassuming town,
but it’s the hometown of
Carbone, lead singer of
punk bands The Forgotten and Lars Frederiksen
and the Bastards.
The Forgotten is a
contemporary of bands
Rancid and NOFX. Lars
Frederiksen, frontman
for Rancid and longtime
friend of Carbone, started Lars Frederiksen and
the Bastards with the
intention of performing songs written about
growing up in Campbell.
Carbone joined the band
for its second album.
“It was the f--king
Wild West, back when
punk rock was first
cracking off around
here,” Carbone said.
As a kid in Campbell,
Carbone was introduced
to the punk scene when
a buddy of his played
a mixtape during a car
ride, and “Anarchy in the
U.K.” by the Sex Pistols
played.
“When I heard those
opening chords and that
vocal drop on it, something grabbed my spine
and started moving me
back and forth,” Carbone
said.
Carbone had discovered his musical identity.
“I had tried over and
over during that time period to find my home,”
Carbone said.
A popular haunt for
Carbone and his friends
was the Pruneyard in
Campbell.
Thursday nights Carbone and his friends
would listen to KFJC’s
Vinyl Rights in the parking lot of local bookstore
and coffee shop, the Upstart Crow.
“The entire cafe portion was all punks and
skins, mods, goths and
at that point we all got
along and we had to, we
were getting our asses
kicked on a daily basis,”
Carbone said.
These
marginalized
weirdos created a breed-

Photo Courtesy of Gordy Carbone
Gordy Carbone howls into the mic during a
show with The Forgotten at the Blank Club on
June 11, 2011
ing pool of musical creativity which was leagues
better than sitting on your
ass drinking Mickey’s in a
empty parking lot.
“We went out, creating our own fun and
started our own bands,”
Carbone said.
In the 1990s, punk
rock was still a fringe
movement in the South
Bay. Punkers, squatters and cavemen in the
South Bay all converged
in Campbell. Safety in
numbers, as freaks instinctively understand.
“We were a target,”
Carbone said, “We were
something that nobody
would back … especially
in this area.”

“

When I heard
those opening
chords and that
vocal drop on
it, something
grabbed my
spine and
started moving
me back and
forth

”

Gordy
Carbone
Punk vocalist
A white guy who
shaves his head is presumed to be a skinhead.
Not the case in punk,
which split along socio-political lines in the
early ‘70s. The White Aryan Resistance stole the
image of the punk movement tainting the style.
The Dead Kennedys
pushed back releasing the
song “Nazi Punks F--k
Off.” A statement as obvious this was still misconstrued. Shaved head
punks are still associated
with those Nazi factions.
These misconceptions
didn't dissuade Carbone,
he leapt boundaries with
his punk band, literally
jumping the pond from
the East Coast to Europe.
While on tour in Europe, Carbone experienced major culture
shock when his band
traveled to Poland in
1999.
“The end of the show
is where it really gets
strange,” Carbone said.

Carbone recalled the
story of a gay punk on the
wrong side of Stalin's Iron
Curtain. He shared his
story with Carbone just
after the set ended. The
gay punk knew his identity would make him a target for some Nazi Punks
squatting down the road at
the train station. Because
he wore his gay pride on
his patched-jacket sleeve he
was risking a “sh-t-kicking”
just to see Carbone’s show.
The groove Carbone
was cutting for us, punk is
niche, and only as strong as
it's supporters. That’s why
the gay punker showed up,
despite the threats of violence, that’s why Campbell
is a punk haven. “These
guys’ dedication to punk
rock… really floored me,”
Carbone said.
But beyond dedication,
what makes a punk?
“First off, I’d be extremely arrogant to tell
you what punk rock is,”
Carbone said.
During
Carbone’s
time, punk rock was
an artistic movement,
full of misfit poets and
bleeding hearts. What
those artists produced
can never be defined,
punk is experienced and
rarely explained.
“Punk is organic,
and it’s always gonna
change,” Carbone said.
Music is an organic
structure, growing from
within. Punk is its own
spiritual movement that
embraces the fullest expression of those who
practice it.
You're told to lock it
down but the punk spirit is expressed by freeing
itself from those constraints. That's why punk
shouts its fashion the
same way it shouts it's
ideologies through lyrics
and power chord-slamming guitars.
Because of punk's individuality, Carbone still
finds himself reaffirmed
by the movement, never
out-growing his old patch
jacket and spiked-bleach
hair. Similarly the community of punk draws
new members into the
tribe, reinvigorating the
sound and style with new
youthful ideas.
Raechel Price is a
Spartan Daily staff
writer. Keenan Fry is the
Spartan Daily arts and
entertainment editor.
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Sexual Assault Awareness Month

Sexual identity should
not be altered at the
hands of an offender
Beverly Ukpabi

Follow Beverly
on Twitter
@cheerbev09
Sexual assault is an ugly
experience for anyone, man or
woman, at any given point in
their life.
Those that haven’t become
victimized by incest, rape,
fondling, groping, verbal
harassment, cyber stalking,
professional exploitation or
indecent exposure, probably
don’t and will never understand how it truly feels even if
any of the above has been done
to someone close to them.
They may feel remorse,
console them, and even contemplate reporting to an agency
even without their knowledge,
but when it happens to you it
feels like a stain that can never
be ridden.
Any form of sexual assault is
equally as bad. No one should
justify these actions as being
less violating than others.
It almost always happens
when you least expect it, and according to the National Institute
of Justice, about 85 to 90 percent
of sexual assaults reported by
college women are perpetrated
by someone the victim knows.

I never thought I would
experience this myself. I have
always believed from watching
Lifetime movies at the age of
12 that sexual assault is never
done by the fault of those victimized.
Hear me when I say this,
and read this slowly—sexual
assault should never be something you feel you could’ve
prevented.
It happened to me during
my last year of college when
I had gone out with several
friends who I work professionally with.

“

Any form of
sexual assault
a
is
equally as bad.
No one should
justify these
actions as being
less violating
ating th
than
others
hers
We all went out for drinks
and had a great time blowing
off some steam and feeding off
good energy.
Within a minute of a car
ride from our outing and a
nice buzz, I had a “think fast”
moment and found a way for all
of us to sit in the back seat.
I sprawled on top of three
friends—one girl and two guys.
As I was trying to hoist
myself up from not hitting the

floor of the car, I felt my lower
body being groped.
Subconsciously, I was confused and I also thought it was
funny. I lightheartedly asked
who did it, and one guy said it
was him. I shook my head and
carried on—until it happened
the second time.
Feeling uneasy the rest of
the night, I tried shrugging it
off until the next morning.
I had a strong feeling of who
it was and still didn’t think
anything of it.
It wasn’t until I mentioned it
to my friend who immediately
became angry and confronted
him. He denied it not once, but
four times on his own free will.
He was willing to lose a
friendship rather than swallow
his pride and come clean.
All I asked for was an apology—no reports or anything.
That wasn’t even respectfully
redeemable.
It’s cases like these where
women are expected to forget
about it, feel flattered of being
sexually desirable, or use it as
an excuse to get attention.
Again, especially if it’s from
someone you know. Someone
you trusted.
I refuse to feel like a victim,
to feel stupid and to let this
situation define me.
I refuse to let this allow me
to hide in a corner, and feel
ashamed of my curvy shape or
my body confidence.
This instead made me appreciate my body more, which
might be surprising to some.
People forget the power they
have over their mind, body
and soul.
It’s this energy that potential

offenders feed on. It’s time that
women fully express themselves, express their beauty and
not feel ashamed of it.
Being sexually assaulted is
another hurdle that happens
and people hear about the cases
and move on; although it can
be mentally disturbing it is
always something that can be
overcome. It takes time.
This does not mean you
should forget about it or not
talk to people you trust.
I have always believed that
whatever you value or tell others to uphold, it is 100 percent
more creditable when it’s something you have experience with.
Do not fall under the harrowing 68 percent of underreported sexual assault crimes,
according to rainn.org.
Martin Luther King Jr. said
our lives begin to end the day
we become silent about things
that matter.
It is not your fault that
you may have been catcalled,
groped as you walked with
your friend in the club, or held
hostage and repeatedly raped.
Yes, I am speaking to you.
You are more than just an object. Speak up and inspire the
world. Inspire yourself.
Do not lose trust of the
men in your life and choose
wisely, bring your sexy back
and find that alluring essence
inside of you.
You are beautiful on the
inside out. Own that s--t.
Beverly Ukpabi is the
Spartan Daily opinion editor.
Alluring Essence runs every
Wednesday.

Breaking down the masculine mythos
Jeremy Cummings

Follow Jeremy
on Twitter
@JeremyCummings3
I always felt like I have to
do everything alone. A man
should be able to fend for
himself.
Thinking like this has
caused me nothing but trouble,
and I know I’m not the only
young man who feels this way.
Society and popular culture
have always told me I have to
be tough. I have to be stoic and
resolute. I have to keep a stiff
upper lip.
Many men portrayed in
movies and television are
strong and independent. They
always seem to find a way to
solve all the problems and get
the girl in the end.
These fictional characters
serve as blueprints for the way
men try to live their lives.
Indiana Jones is always in
control and that’s how I want to
be. Even when the Nazis have
him captured Indy always ends
up on top.
The fear of seeming like
I’m not totally in control is
always in my mind, and it’s
largely due to fictional role

models like Dr. Jones.
I can never ask for help. Even
when I’m overburdened and
lost, I’m afraid to get out of bed
knowing the mountain of problems I have to face are a product
of my own stubbornness.
I’ve wasted days and even
took three-hour public transit
odysseys across San Jose rather
than ask a friend for a ride because I don’t like people to see
me make mistakes.
Even when people ask me if
I’m alright or if I need any help,
nine times out of 10 I just laugh
and shrug it off, telling people
I’m just fine to maintain my
charade. I’m usually not.
The old stereotype that
men hate asking for directions
comes to mind. A lot of men
just hate asking for any help.
It’s often seen both in media,
and in my personal experience,
as a “feminine” thing to appear
weak.
I’ve been told to “man up”
countless times when I show
any sign of weakness to other
males. Everyone is weak sometimes though. We all cry at
some point.
Two years ago when I was
beginning to understand my
depression, I was at the lowest
I think I’ve ever been. This
monster that gestated inside of
me all of my life had grown too
large to contain any longer.
I couldn’t handle it so I went
back home to Santa Rosa, sat
with my mom and I cried. I
still felt terrible afterward, but
letting myself feel that sadness
was an important step for me.
A lot of men go through this
sort of struggle, but most of

“

Men’s rights
Men
activists and
anti-feminists
are horribly
misguided to me.
The only men’s
right I care about
is the right to
cry and not be
considered
ed weak

”

them probably hide it like I did.
My interpretation of feminism is that while women
should be equal to men, men
should also be equal to women.
Everyone should have the same
opportunities as far as lifestyle
and career choices and should
be united rather than divided
by common struggles such as
the beauty standards popularized in the media.
Slim female models stand
alongside strong-jawed and
muscular male counterparts
as ideals of beauty that are
unattainable for most average
people.
A study published in the
American Journal of Psychiatry shows disorders such as
body dysmorphia have become
increasingly prevalent in western

societies due to the abundance of
ads portraying shirtless muscular men we see all around us.
This issue runs parallel to
the body issues which plague
women, and yet I’ve seen
countless men’s rights activists
online using the existence of
male body issues as a defense
or attack against feminists who
speak out on the issue.
Men’s rights activists and
anti-feminists are horribly
misguided to me.
The only men’s right I care
about is the right to cry and not
be considered weak.
I feel for the men’s rights
activists. When they lash out
at feminism I see it as a defense
mechanism—a reflex born of
poisonous insecurity.
The Internet has many
ideological refugees for these
people. A forum on the social
media news site Reddit called
“theredpill” serves as a sort of
refuge for lonely men who can’t
get what they want, which is
usually sex or self-confidence.
Potentially very useful and
healthy support networks,
forums like these usually end
up as breeding grounds for
mistrust and misogyny.
Lengthy articles such as
“The Misandry Bubble” on
singularity2050.com provide
a framework for men to view
women as an enemy to be overcome. Gender relations become
a battle to be won.
I wish men could stop putting so much effort into trying
to be men. Trying to survive
being human is hard enough.
Jeremy Cummings is a
Spartan daily staff writer.
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Your value is not based on your virginity

Jerica
Lowman
Follow Jerica on Twitter
@thehellajerica
According to Planned Parenthood, the
average age people have sex for the first time
is 17.
I must have missed the memo because at
23, I have yet to have sex with anyone.
People define sex differently.
As a bisexual woman, the first person
I could have sex with could be a man or a
woman.
Virginity, especially the idea of “losing”
your virginity, is a misogynistic and heteronormative concept made up by society to
make women feel as if their value is based
on whether or not you have had a penis
shoved inside of you.
Sex is probably the most discussed topic
amongst high school and college students.
It somehow comes to whether or not
someone is a virgin.
At times, I thought there was something
wrong with me because I hadn’t had sex,
especially right after high school.
It’s not as if I hadn’t been approached by
anyone.
But, when I would tell people, many of
them would give me a look of pity and tell
me that I was not missing anything.

Indian
Americans
are no
longer the
underdog
Growing up, the closest thing
I had to a role model in the media
was Disney’s princess Jasmine,
and she is not even Indian.
Today Mindy Kaling from “The
Mindy Project”—and formerly
“The Office”—is not only a person
I look up to in the media, but finally there is an Indian-American
I can relate to.
It’s not about who she is, but who
she refuses to be: the underdog.
In Kaling’s recent American
Express commercial “The Unlikely
Leading Lady,” she talks about the
struggles she faced when she first
landed in Hollywood.
“My ambition and desire to do
it was greater than my fear, insecurity that it’s never been done
before. I have a personality defect
where I refuse to be seen as the
underdog,” Kaling said.
When she reached Hollywood
she was even told they do not put
girls like her on TV.
That did not stop her from
becoming successful.
Through time I found my passion, purpose and my goal today is
to become an environmental journalist, but when I chose journalism as my major, my ultimate goal
was to become a news anchor.
I’ve been told that I have a face
for broadcast numerous times,
but there is one particular time
someone said otherwise.
I was at my optometrist’s office
where a woman struck a conversation with me and asked what I was
going to school for. I told her what
my major was and her response
was, “You need to be very good
looking for that, like Asian or
Caucasian.”
Since then I wanted to prove
her wrong, but that is not the way
to live.
I should not crave success in
order to prove someone wrong. I
should succeed for myself.
Mindy mentions in the commercial that when she first stepped
into Hollywood, people told her
she should play the best friend or
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It seemed contradictory because they
seemed to feel bad for me, but also wanted
to reassure me I wasn’t that much of a loser.
I was once even congratulated for “at
least still being pure.”
Society puts this value system on virginity, especially for women.
I knew that if I were a man, I would be
getting the exact opposite reaction.
I would be called names, ridiculed and
maybe even pressured into having sex just
for the sake of not being a virgin.
YouTuber Laci Green’s channel consists
of topics revolving around sex education,
body image and gender.
In her video, “You Can’t POP Your
Cherry! (Hymen 101),” Green discusses
the misconceptions of what happens when
someone has vaginal sex for the first time.
There are a number of myths about
virginity, including this belief that after
having sex for the first time, there will be
a permanent transformation that changes
your emotional being.
“She lost her virginity” and “He took her
virginity” perpetrate this violent ideology
that women are losing something while
men are gaining status.
It’s that double standard we have all
heard: a woman is a slut if she has sex and a
man is a somehow manlier.
Some people call this “slut-shaming,”
which in itself is shaming to women.
Whether a woman chooses to never have
sex or to have sex all the time isn’t anyone’s
business.
As a society, we need to start looking at
virginity through a different lens.

Destiny Palacios

Instead of looking at it as something
a person loses, Green believes we need to
think of it as something more like a “sexual
revelation.”
By the time 1960 rolled around, the birth
control pill had been invented and approved
by the FDA, which gave women the freedom to express themselves sexually.

“
”

‘She
She lost her
virginity’
i i i and ‘He
took her virginity’
perpetrate this violent
ideology that women
are losing something
n are gaining
ga
while men
atus
tu
status
Some people choose to wait for marriage
for sex, which is definitely not the case in
my situation.
I am not religious and I could care less
what people think about my sex life.
I am too busy in my life to even have a
relationship and the idea of having a one
night stand sounds exhausting.
Simply put, the biggest reason I have
chosen not to have sex is because I don’t
want to have sex.
Even if I were frigid or selective, why

Disabled people should
receive more attention
Adrian
Monroy

Follow Destiny
on Twitter
@heydesi
sidekick roles, but today not only
does she write her own show, she
is the star in it.
During an NPR interview, she
also mentioned she is the showrunner and edits her own show.
Indians are stereotyped in the
media.
For example Raj, from “The Big
Bang Theory,” has a thick Indian
accent that makes whatever he
says 10 times funnier.
It seems like that is the only
way Indian-Americans can be
accepted in the media.
Remember Nina Davuluri, the
first Indian-American to win Miss
America in 2014?
That was a beautiful moment,
however it diminished so quickly
and was snatched away because of
all the negative remarks—people
said she “did not look American”
or that a “true” American should
have won.
Media representation matters
because people are so swayed by it.
As an Indian-American woman I felt defeated by the fact that
the majority of people in America
are still immune to seeing a certain type of woman as the star.
Mindy changed that.
I was once worried that I will
not live up to American standards.
I questioned myself: Where do I
fit in and where will I be accepted?
I was afraid people wouldn’t
take me seriously, but I realize
now I should fear less and dream
more.
Do not stop chasing your
dreams—do not let anyone interfere with your goals.
Treat “never giving up” like an
addiction. Love yourself enough to
achieve and live the life you want
to live.
Thank you Mindy, for doing
just that.
Destiny Palacios is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

does it matter if I have standards when it
comes to who I decide to have sex with?
I want to be comfortable in my own
skin before I decide to be intimate with
someone.
Another big factor into my decision is
my family history.
My mother had four different children
with four different men.
I love my mother and have not ever
judged her because of her life decisions
and, to put it frankly, I could not be here if
not for said decisions.
But, as a kid, I related having sex with
unplanned pregnancies, something I definitely did not want for my life.
According to the Pew Charitable Trusts
website, although birth rates for black and
Latina teens have dropped quickly in the
past two decades, they are more than twice
as likely as white girls to become pregnant
before they leave adolescence.
Poor teens of color do not have as much
access to good health care and contraceptive education.
That is why places like Planned Parenthood, student health centers and other
advocates for medically accurate sex education are vital tools for young people.
As I battle my way passed graduation,
dive into adulthood head first and try to
establish myself as a journalist, sex is the
furthest thing on my list of important
things to check off my bucket list.
Jerica Lowman is the Spartan Daily
online editor. Phenomenally Feminist runs
every Thursday.

Follow Adrian on Twitter
@iammanr0y
Having a disability doesn’t mean that everything in life will go bad.
Some disabled people have achieved many
things that people never thought they were
capable of doing.
A recent example was actress Jamie Brewer,
she was the first model with Down syndrome
to ever walk the runway at New York Fashion
Week, according to Time.com.
New York Fashion Week usually features
runway models, but this time the spotlight was
on role models.
Brewer stars in FX’s “American Horror Story.”
Brewer goes against the stereotypes of disabled people being incompetent, as she is part
of a television series seen nationwide.
When one thinks about an actor, they never
think of him or her being someone who is disabled. This is why most television shows don’t
have disabled people as part of their cast.
According to Newstatesman.com, the British
Broadcasting Channel wants to quadruple the
number of disabled people from 1.2 percent to
almost to almost 5 percent on television by 2017.
It’s good to hear that more disabled people
will be on television. Our country and the rest
of the world should do what the British are
going to do.
My brother Paul is someone who used to
have a disability and some people couldn’t look
past it.
When he was a year old, he was diagnosed
with stage 3 brain cancer.
At that time, Paul lost 100 percent body
movement on his right side. Now, his right side
movement is 98 percent.
Paul had to check in with doctors every two
years, but doesn’t have to anymore since his
movement on his body’s right side is almost
perfect.
A psychiatrist offered my brother a letter of
recommendation when he needed to apply for
college.
Like my brother’s case, it’s nice to hear disabled people benefit academically.
Scholarships are available for the disabled,
according to Usnews.com.
When society helps the disabled in any area
of their lives, we are treating each other like we
are supposed to—like human beings.
Parking spaces for the handicapped are
available almost everywhere.
Although disabled people are getting more
help, some people seem to ignore them or take
advantage of them.

Some people take the designated parking spots assigned to people with disabilities
because they are in a hurry. These people have
to think of the how long it can take a handicapped person to get to their destination if they
park somewhere else.
Shopping malls or places that have security
guards should have someone watch the parking
spaces to prevent people who don’t have a handicapped parking permit from parking there.
Disabled people are also sometimes made
fun of in pop culture.
Jimmy Valmer and Timmy Burch are two
characters from the adult animated series
“South Park.”
Valmer is handicapped and the other characters in the series mock him because of his
disability. He uses crutches and stutters.
Burch is in a wheelchair and can only say
two words.
In one episode, the wo characters fight each
other because Burch does not want to wear a
purple hat and participate in Valmer’s stand-up
comedy.
This was Valmer’s first appearance on
“South Park” and Burch becomes jealous,
because Valmer is heavily adored.
If kids watch these types of cartoons, they
will continue to develop negative stereotypes
against disabled people.
Television shows poke fun of disabled people because the producers think the audience
will have a good laugh.
Disabled people should not be made fun of
on television or elsewhere.
Unfortunately, some buildings don’t have
elevators. According to a WNEW article, most
New York City courthouses don’t have elevators.
I have lived in various apartment complexes
throughout my life and there weren’t any elevators or ramps to help disabled people.
My apartment is on the second floor and
we don’t have elevators, so whenever we have
handicapped guests come over we have to carry
them in. Ramps should be built in my apartments.
It’s hard and expensive to build an elevator in old buildings, but architects should not
ignore those who are handicapped.
People are starting to pay more attention to
disabled people, but it’s sad some people are
still putting them aside.
Disabled people should be seen on television
more often and episodes that make fun of them
should be banned.
Psychiatrists, like the one who offered
the letter of recommendation to my brother,
should advertise their services.
In general, there should be more advertisements or television commercials that talk about
how the disabled can be assisted.
Adrian Monroy is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Being a student-athlete is a love-hate relationship
Raymond Ibale

Follow Raymond
on Twitter
@RaymondIbale
The connection between
sports and spirituality may be
hard to see as a spectator, but
as an athlete there is a spiritual
well-being that comes with playing a sport.
It depends on your opinion of
the word spirituality. The reason

why I love playing sports is because of the love for competition
and the joy of winning.
Sports teaches us to be present and focused on being in the
moment. Being able to let go and
be loose from your thoughts is
why sports are fun to play.
“You are never really playing an
opponent,” said legendary men’s
tennis player Arthur Ashe. “You
are playing yourself, your own
highest standards and when you
reach your limits, that is real joy.”
The persona that comes with
playing sports includes having
swagger and being self-confident
about yourself, but people mistake that for being arrogant and
being all about themselves.
It’s important to be humble
but compassionate about playing
sports and representing yourself
as an athlete. But the identity of

being an athlete makes it hard to
send that message.
Some people don’t fully understand what it means and what
it takes to be an athlete. Playing
lacrosse for San Jose State lets me
experience hardships of being an
athlete while being a full-time
student.
When I am on the field all
bets are off. There’s no being nice
and you let your game do the
talking.
Keeping your composure
is also a strong suit to keep in
mind. One word that describes
all of this is discipline.
My favorite athletes derive
from those same characteristic—LeBron James, Stephen
Curry, Patrick Willis and Buster
Posey. They are gracious in defeat and modest in victory, they
lead by example and remove

their selfish desires to help their
team win.
But some people enjoy the
trash-talking, the cockiness and
the emotion.
I don’t talk trash or let my
emotions get the best of me.
Being a poor sport not only
makes you look bad, but your
teammates and coaches as well.
Some athletes may argue that
if you’re not upset after a loss
you are not as committed to the
sport as they are. I don’t believe
that is true.
Not only do students and
the media label college athletes
as unintelligent and lazy, but
also as not being as smart as the
average student.
I feel like I have to prove to
my peers, as well as myself, that
I am smart. I mean, I am in
college for a reason right?

That kind of stereotype
drives me on and off the field.
I feel like the added pressure
of being a college athlete is beneficial because it keeps you on
your toes to be focused.
What keeps me going is
knowing that even having those
negative stereotypes, I still play
my same game and I am still the
same person.
Playing college lacrosse
shows commitment, athleticism, discipline and good time
management.
It’s stressful at times but
I would not change it for the
world.
Playing sports in college has
been a dream of mine and I am
enjoying every minute of it.
Raymond Ibale is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Discriminatory treatment toward the elderly is unreasonable
Justin San
Diego

Follow Justin on Twitter
@incrediblejsd
Ageism has become a hot topic lately as
aged celebrities are rebelling against the
social norm and not “settling down” once
they reach an age considered old.
“Ageism robs seniors of choice, independence, dignity and negatively impacts
their quality of life,” according to the
Assisted Living Federation of America.
No one has expressed their frustration
with ageism more than Madonna, who,
after wearing revealing outfits to numerous red carpet award shows this year has
been labeled “not age appropriate.”
Revealing outfits are nothing new for
celebrities, but are they more accepted on
younger people? Yes.

“(Age is) still the one area where you
can totally discriminate against somebody,” Madonna said in an interview with
Rolling Stone magazine. “Anybody and
everybody would say something degrading to me. And I always think to myself,
why is that accepted?”
Ageism is more harsh against women
and it ties in with sexism. The idea that
older women are less attractive as they
become older causes them to hide their
physiques.
In pop culture, male celebrities such as
Mick Jagger, 71, and Steven Tyler, 66, are
often criticized less even though they are
often performing and dressing in tight,
revealing clothes.
Negative connotations such as “over
the hill” and “handicapped” are usually
attached to aging.
There is a stigma of poor health conditions, such as arthritis and Alzheimer’s
in older people. However, people need to
be more understanding and consider that
many people carry a health condition
through old age.

Society should not judge the elderly,
but be open-minded to their wisdom.
Ageist beliefs also oppress the way people feel about themselves as they get older.
“Even more it seems that seniors,
while being subjected to the ageist beliefs
of others, are internalizing these same
beliefs,” according to writer Thomas C.
Weiss of Disabled World, a website which
contains information and research about
people with disabilities.
I’ve seen many people between the ages
40-50 limit their capabilities, lose their
ambition and give up on their dreams.
Barbara Jones is an 86-year-old grandmother figure of mine, who talks to me all
the time about her difficulties of getting
older.
“When you become a senior citizen,
people assume you don’t have the ability
to make your own decisions, cook (and)
shop for yourself,” Jones said.
In Jones’ case I understand why people
in her life are cautious to let her freely do
those things since she has fallen a lot or
requires more accommodations.

“People nowadays are less considerate
of the elderly. Crimes against the elderly
have peaked. They have no regard,” Jones
said. “In stores people will rush ahead of
you or bump in front of you.”
Many of these stereotypes affect senior
citizens in their jobs. Employers believe
the stigmas that older people become
tired easily and can’t meet physical demands.
In opposition, there are also negative
stereotypes against younger people such
as being naive and immature.
Likewise, the ageist beliefs could result
in negative prejudice and prevent young
adults from obtaining jobs.
The current generation may be viewed
as accepting or judgmental of elders. Older people are continuously represented
negatively and positively in the media.
Terms like “couger,” “silver fox” and
“40 is the new 30” are becoming trending
mottos that may be the start of empowering aging.
Justin San Diego is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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Outlets outside
of sports help
cope with injury
Visit Spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY DARBY BROWN-KUHN
@Darbk5352
When an athlete suffers a serious injury, there are other
setbacks besides physical pain.
For injuries that can take between six months to a year to
heal, this situation can become mentally draining for some
athletes. While sidelined for an extended period of time, it
affects the identity of an athlete because they can’t compete
on the field.
The director of sports medicine for San Jose State University, Scott Shaw, said the injured player feels a disconnect
while on the sideline because they’re accustomed to a structure based on teammate camaraderie.
“If you’re used to teamwork, all of us working together,
and then you’re there by yourself doing rehab and you’re not
out there with everyone else that’s a challenge,” Shaw said.
For collegiate Division I athletes, who in some cases are
considering playing professionally, setbacks like these can be
harmful because their identity is largely based on sports.
Ted Butryn, a professor of sport sociology and sport
psychology at SJSU, said injured athletes who score high
on the Athletic Identity Measurement Scale, or AIMS test,
have a tougher time coping with their predicament.
“You have high-identified athletes, you got to watch out
for them if they’re injured,” Butryn said. “The people you
have to worry about most are the ones that are not just
high-identified but have very little going on outside of sport.”
According to the National Athletic Trainers Association, the more an individual identifies as an athlete, the
less stable their individual identity and self-esteem. If injured, they can lose confidence and feel helpless because
they might not have an outlet other than sports.
Shaw expressed the importance of an athlete branching out in other areas.
“You hope that they’ve learned some other interests,
they’re going to college and doing things,” Shaw said. “So
you have some other outlets to keep busy, other groups,
have more of a social network than just your team.”
Senior football offensive lineman Keith Bendixen initially struggled to find another outlet after he tore the MCL,
meniscus and cartilage in his left knee on the last day of

Darby Brown-Kuhn | Spartan Daily
Keith Bendixen found stability while rehabilitating from an injury and found an avenue to a new career through Cooperhaus dog training in San Jose and his german shepard companion, Max.
Fall training camp in 2012. When doctors confirmed that
he needed surgery, Bendixen said he was devastated.
“I would definitely say 100 percent I was depressed when
I found out that I had to have surgery,” Bendixen said. “I
was really bad. It was the lowest point of my life for sure.”
Bendixen found a solution by buying an eight-week-old
german shepherd puppy named Max and training him.
Bendixen said the responsibility of taking care of Max
helped him tremendously.
“He kept me active and he didn’t let me sit on my butt
and sulk all day. He made me get outside," Bendixen said.
“He made me take him for walks and I think that was a
pivotal moment.”
After Max entered his life, Bendixen met Brent Cooper

who runs Cooperhaus, a dog training facility in San Jose
that specializes in many forms of dog training including
K-9 unit training.
Bendixen is now considering a career in law enforcement if his football career doesn’t pan out and has a message for other athletes who find themselves in the same
situation as him.
“Definitely find something that you’re passionate about
and go after it and keep working for it because it will really help out in the recovery process from a mental standpoint," Bendixen said. “It’s mental, man. Your body is going to recover but can you get through the mental process,
that’s where you see athletes fail."
Darby Brown-Kuhn is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Freedom on the fairway

Raechel Price | Spartan Daily
Junior Regan De Guzman finds comfort with her identity on the San
Jose State women’s golf team.
Visit Spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY R AECHEL PRICE
@rae_thecyborg
At first sight, junior communications major Regan De Guzman doesn't
look like a typical golfer. The sleeves of
her leather jacket are pushed up past
her elbows, her long dark hair pulled
back in a low ponytail.
“I don’t dress like this back home,” De
Guzman said. “I dress fancy and s—t.”
Back home for De Guzman is Metro
Manila in the Philippines.
De Guzman’s mother is part of a
powerful business family in Manila,
and when she's home, she's escorted by
at least one bodyguard and a driver at
all times.
“When I’m at home, I feel like a prisoner,” De Guzman said.
De Guzman said she started playing
golf as a young girl because of her father and grandfather.
“My grandfather and my father
used to wake up like at four in the
morning and start playing at five,” De

Guzman said.
This strange ritual intrigued De
Guzman.
Self-described as “not a bookworm,”
De Guzman has always been an active
person. Her mother enrolled her in
gymnastics at the age of 2, which she
participated in competitively until the
age of 10.
“I didn’t want my mom to decide for
me anymore,” De Guzman said about
quitting gymnastics.
At 12, De Guzman told her mother
she wanted to pursue golf instead.
Before coming to San Jose State,
De Guzman placed second at the 2011
Faldo Series Philippines Championship and advanced to the semifinals of
the 2011 California Women's Amateur
Championship. She also won the 2008
Thailand Ladies Open and represented
the Philippines at the 2010 Greg Norman Masters in Australia.
De Guzman said that with golf, “I
was able to focus. I was able to be someone that I never thought I’d become.”
That focus is apparent on the green
even when the stakes aren’t high.
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Olympic medalist finds competition outside of dojo
gree in advertising.
“I think it all comes down to
how I allocate my time,” Malloy
said. “I spend a lot of time on airBY JUSTIN EDRINGTON
planes and I use that time to study
@JustinEddy925
and get my schoolwork done. For
me it's all about how bad do I want
On any given weekday on the it. Do I want to be successful at
west side of the San Jose State cam- school? Do I want to be successful
pus, you can find judo black belt at judo? Then these are the sacrificand 2012 Olympic bronze medal- es I have to make.”
ist Marti Malloy throwing grown
Malloy’s training regimen conmen around the dojo.
sists of lifting weights three days a
Too strong for the women, week, running three times a week
Malloy trains with the men in the and sparring in the dojo six days a
remodeled Yoshihiro Uchida Hall week.
building under the tutelage of
She trains on the second floor
SJSU judo legend Yoshihiro Uchi- of the newly-remodeled dojo in
da, a judo instructor at SJSU since Uchida Hall. The sparing practice
1946.
is anywhere from an hour to two
“We’ve had many great athletes hours long and is so intense the
come and go from our judo pro- temperature of the room rises high
gram but Marti is one of the best,” enough to make you sweat just
Uchida said. “Her dedication and watching.
willingness to learn makes her a
Senior hospitality major Matgreat competitor.”
thew Dong has been studying judo
A “great competitor” only be- for 16 years and is one of Malloy’s
gins to describe Malloy, who is training partners.
ranked seventh in the world fight“Marti is extremely detering at 57 kg, and
mined,” Dong said.
her list of athlet“Marti has been
ic accomplishtraining with guys
ments includes:
her whole life and
2012
Olympic
can roll around
bronze
medal,
with all the tough
six USA National
guys out there. She
Championships,
can really kill me
three Pan AmerI’ll tell you that.”
ican silvers, one
Malloy grew up
World Championon a navel air station
ship silver and her
in Whidbey Island,
most recent title of
Washington, with
Marti Malloy
2014 Pan Ameriher father and three
SJSU Graduate Student
can Champion to
brothers. She won
name a few.
her first judo tourMalloy’s accomplishments also nament at the age of 6 and credits
extend outside of the dojo. She ex- her brothers for her toughness.
cells in the academic world as well.
“I was always trying to keep
Malloy is currently pursu- up with my brothers and I think
ing her master’s degree in mass playing with them made me more
communications at SJSU and competitive,” Malloy said.
graduated on the dean's list in
Her competitiveness will be
2010 with an undergraduate de- tested this August at the World
Visit Spartandaily.com
for video coverage

Championships in Kazakhstan.
“The World Championships are
one of the toughest tournaments
in the world alongside the Olympics,” Malloy said. “To retire with
a World Championship title under
my belt would be really big for
me.”
In 2013, Malloy finished
just shy of the gold taking
home a silver medal at
the World Championships in Brazil.
Malloy has also
begun the process of
qualifying for the 2016
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where she
hopes to one-up her 2012
bronze medal run with a
gold.
“Standing on the Olympic podium receiving a medal
was unreal,” Malloy said. “After
you work so hard

“

It m
makes
you want to
come back
for more,
that feeling
of success
ess

”
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“He still accepts me. Knowing that
he’s okay with everything and he still
De Guzman showed off at an im- treats me the same means a lot," De
promptu practice in preparation for Guzman said about Dormann.
the Anuenue Spring Break Classic in
Growing up, De Guzman said she
Kapalua, Maui, before spring break. De felt like an outcast for being gay.
Guzman fired ball after ball down the
“I didn’t have any friends. I was alfield, aiming for a metal bench some ways bullied,” De Guzman said.
350 yards away.
De Guzman knew from a young age
The team’s head coach John Dor- that she was gay.
mann said they’re practicing a specific
Religion is very important in the
shot, long and low to combat the high Philippines, specifically Catholicism.
winds during the tournament.
According to De Guzman, her family
“It’s not a shot we use often because was not able to accept her because of her
we don’t get weather like that here,” family’s values of religion and honor.
Dormann said.
“I wasn’t able to be myself growing
In Maui, De Guzman finished ninth up,” De Guzman said. “I had to hide for
overall individually, shooting 219 over a long time.”
the weekend. De Guzman's score was
De Guzman now has the support of
even par on the first
her extended family
day, +5 on the second
on her mother’s side.
day and -2 on the last
“The first person
My teammates,
M
day.
who accepted me for
th want to be with being gay was my
"The last day was they
Regan, not with
the happiest round of
aunt, because she’s the
golf I've ever had," De
someone else. And same way,” De GuzGuzman said.
I’ve been myself ever man said.
De Guzman was
De Guzman’s father
since I got here
ere
paired with her girlpassed away two years
friend, Cassy Isagawa,
ago, but before he died,
for the final round of
De Guzman was able
Regan De Guzman
the tournament. Isto come out to him.
Junior women’s golfer
agawa is a senior so“He said ‘You know,
cial science major at
no matter what, I still
University of Oregon. She is currently love you.’” De Guzman said.
ranked fourth in UO history, according
She had a lot of trepidation about
to Oregon Athletics.
coming out to her mother.
De Guzman said Dormann was wor"I feared that she would never accept
ried the two might get distracted, but me,” De Guzman said.
De Guzman and Isagawa played flawDespite her struggles, De Guzman
lessly.
stays passionate about golfing.
"We had so much fun playing. She
“Golf made everything possible for
shot -1 and I shot -2. It was a great me,” De Guzman said. “I’ve always
round," De Guzman said.
dreamed of studying out of the counIn her career at SJSU, De Guzman try, leaving home from the problems I’d
has had eight top-10 finishes and 10 been going through, and it lead me here
top-20 finishes.
to San Jose State."
This season, De Guzman admits she
Before coming to SJSU, De Guzis struggling.
man said she had “been showing ev“What affects me affects my golf eryone not Regan, but someone else.”
game,” De Guzman said.
De Guzman said she feels fortunate
At the Bay Area Intercollegiate tour- to have the strong support of her team.
nament last month in Fairfax, De Guz“My teammates, they want to be with
man struggled.
Regan, not with someone else. And I’ve
“It’s the first time I cried since I got been myself ever since I got here,” De
here,” De Guzman said.
Guzman said.
De Guzman felt nervous before
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily
coming out to her coach and the team.
staff writer.

“

”

and so long to get to that point
and you see your family going crazy in the
stands

there is no way to describe it. It
makes you want to come back for
more, that feeling of success.”
Junior linguistics and Spanish major Sophia Swain trains
with Malloy at SJSU and
summed her up simply.
“Marti Malloy," Swain
said, "is a badass.”
Justin Edrington is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Brandon Chew | Spartan Daily

Marti Malloy
poses with her
judo medals
including her
bronze medal
from the 2012
London Olympics.



“I am half Arab,
but there’s a
whole other
part of me, like
the Mexican
culture, the
French culture
that I embrace.”
ZAIN AHMED,
SOCIOLOGY JUNIOR
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Find videos and other
stories at spartandaily.com

SELF

“I volunteered
at the Walt
Disney Family
Museum
and know
everything
there is to
know about
Disneyland.”
CARLY HUDSON,
ANIMATION ILLUSTRATION SENIOR

MORE ON PAGE 5

“Being pro-black
does not mean
anti-white.”
GARY DANIELS,
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SENIOR
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“There’s
people that
enjoy sports
and they
identify
themselves as
athletes but I
identify myself
as a dancer.”
BOSY RODRIGUEZ,
FRESHMAN

“I dress this way
because I don’t
know what the
day holds for me
but this is one
thing I can
control.”
MARKANTHONY
RIVERA,
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING JUNIOR

